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Abstract 

The continuing developments in the electronics technology towards higher data transmission 
speeds imposes ever increasing demand on the interconnection technology. As the processor speeds 
increase well into the 3 GHz range for standard PCs they are approaching the limits of current PWB 
technology. While PWBs have already shown data transmission rates >10 GHz over short lengths 
the challenge of designing in high speed circuits with other electrical features remains to be solved 
for every interconnection solution. Several options exist for increasing the speeds and reducing 
losses at high frequencies. This paper discusses the opportunities arising from embedding active and 
passive components within the PWB, and optical data transmission within the PWB. 

Embedded passives are slowly making their way into the PWB, although some factors for a 
widespread use are still missing. Success factors for embedded components are described, in 
particular for driving the use of R’s and C’s within high performance and miniaturized circuits, and 
embedded IC’s, and their influence on high-frequency applications will be shown. 

Integrated optical transmission lines have been under investigation by many groups for almost 2 
decades, and solutions have been demonstrated yet never applied in large volume. Recent advances, 
including the use of state-of-the-art interconnection technology, embedding technologies and the 
opportunities for PWB design are highlighted. An outlook for the feasibility of advancing integrated 
optical technologies will be given from the view of a PWB manufacturer, in particular considering 
the quest for upscaling to volume production. 
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